COLLABORATIVE SECURITY

Embracing
the Future
The Digital Age has allowed us to
do more than we ever imagined
possible. Whether you consider
yourself a techie or not, one thing is
certain: you are always connected.
However, with great power comes
great responsibility.
While digital business, mobility and
new forms of media make your life
easier than ever, they also make
your data more vulnerable than
ever. Your networks, endpoints and
data may well be up to the industry
standard but cybercriminals are
already a step ahead of you.
That is why you have to be ready for
tomorrow, today.
The key to true protection is being
proactive. To keep both your IT
infrastructure
and
your
reputation
secure,
you
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need trusted technologies
that eradicate increasingly
sophisticated attacks in real time.
Your peace of mind matters more
to us than anything else. That is
why Stormshield has developed
a range of integrated, scalable,
and intelligent security solutions.
Anticipating cybercriminal behavior
is our forte: we put a stop to threats
before many members of the rest of
the cybersecurity community have
even heard of them.
That means no more sleepless
nights, no more embarrassing
conversations with your boss about
why you got hacked – just sit back,
reap the benefits of The Digital Age
and leave the rest to us.
Is that what zero stress feels like?

Who are we?
As a fully owned subsidiary of
Airbus CyberSecurity, Stormshield
is a European leader in information
security. We have made network,
data and endpoint protection our core
business.

dialogue and collaboration in the fight
against cybercrime. Our experts
design intelligent solutions that
communicate effectively and focus on
making users’ everyday tasks as easy
as possible.

A key driver within the cybersecurity
community,
we
advocate
for

Whoever said you can’t have both
security and convenience?

Our values
Think
Global

Collaborative
Success

Build
Trust

No matter where you live
or where you work,
we believe cybersecurity
is your basic right.

We believe the best
way forward is together.

We believe in full
transparency for
sustainable trust.

Our partners
Stormshield boasts a worldwide network
of certified partners that reflects our « Think
Global, Act Local » philosophy. Our partners
are selected according to stringent criteria
and work in close collaboration with our
teams. Their local presence is the key to
our success and guarantees you high
quality services and peace of mind.
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THIS IS HOW WE SEE YOU. NO MATTER
HOW BIG OR SMALL, WE DELIVER QUALITY
SERVICE ADAPTED TO THE NEEDS OF YOUR
ORGANIZATION.

SMALL
BUSINESSES

MIDSIZE
ENTERPRISES

LARGE
CORPORATIONS

No more picking on the little
guy. Thanks to feature-rich
solutions that are simple to
install and tailored to the
size of your business, endto-end security isn’t just
for the corporate giants
anymore.

We want to grow with you.
That’s why our products and
services are designed with
scalability in mind and are
embedded seamlessly into
your infrastructure.

You have a target on your
back – but we’ve got
you covered. We are fully
committed to providing you
advanced, next-generation
security to deal with the many
security threats you face,
before they even happen.

SECURITY BY SECTOR
We don’t believe in a one-size-fits-all approach to security. What we do believe in is
excellence in security and solutions that are specifically adapted to the size and sector of
your business.
Because cybercrime affects everyone, our clients trust us to fight on their behalf across many
sectors. Whether it is defense organizations, government agencies, corporate enterprises,
manufacturers, telecommunications operators or other private businesses, they all trust and
depend on Stormshield to secure their networks, data and endpoints.
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Innovative end-to-end
protection
These three main areas of expertise
converge to deliver you sustainable
protection against the most
sophisticated threats. Our solutions are
perfectly adapted to your infrastructure,
seamless for your users and work in total
harmony with each other — allowing
you to stop any attack dead in its tracks,
regardless of its origin.

Multi-layer
collaborative
security

CERTIFICATION
& COMPLIANCE
We are certified to some of the
highest cybersecurity standards
in the world.
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relax
YOUR COMPANY
IS PROTECTED

It seems like every day that cybersecurity is hitting the headlines.
When getting hacked has become as routine as eating breakfast,
it’s time for a new approach to security.
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Cybercrime never sleeps
–but neither do we. Join
the Stormshield community
and take advantage of 24/7
real-time information to
constantly and effectively
protect your environment.
We draw data from a wealth
of international sources
which allows us to anticipate
attacks and proactively
set up new protection
methods. Our solutions
effortlessly integrate with
your infrastructure and
our updates are seamless.

Our dedicated team
of experts is constantly
researching threats and
specializes in detecting new
viruses that are becoming
increasingly harder to
analyze. We provide you
with preventive security
solutions so that you can
spend more time on the
things that matter, and
less time fire-fighting.

We understand that your
information systems are
constantly evolving – it’s our
priority to design solutions
with your future in mind.
Whether you are deploying
mobility, collaborative
applications, cloud solutions
or even industrial networks,
Stormshield delivers unrivaled
scalability. Our mission is to
put an end to your growing
pains - security should be
easy, even in times of digital
transformation.
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FOLLOW US ON

FIND ALL OF OUR PARTNERS ON

stormshield.com

OUR SALES OFFICES

France, Italy, Spain, Netherlands,
Germany, United Kingdom, Poland,
United Arab Emirates, United States.

